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Industrial partner sought for demo site aimed at showing the modularity of solar thermal integration into industrial systems for project funded by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy

A German consortium has started a project to simplify the integration of solar heat into industrial heat systems as the usage of solar process heat systems is essential for the decarbonization of industry that accounts for one third of global emissions. The project is funded by the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy and the consortium is looking for a transnational partner providing a demo site to show the modularity of solar thermal integration into industrial systems. 

HORIZON-CL3-2021-DRS-01-05 partner search: Spanish engineering company looks for partners to join an international consortium to develop fast deployed mobile laboratory and lead the infrastructure laboratories.

Spain based engineering company looks for partners to join an international consortium to develop fast deployed mobile laboratory to apply next HE CL3 call. Sought partner must be from EU or associated countries would lead an Infrastructure Work Package and be the designers and manufacturers of mobile infrastructure for laboratories, containers/shelters, flexible tents, equipment associated with safety and operation, electrical generation, biodecontamination and biowaste management.

GREEN-LOOP: Manufacturing technologies for bio-based materials (Topic: Horizon-cl4-2021-twin-transition-01-05)

Andalusian SME dedicated to carry out Research&Development projects for industries, will coordinate a project proposal to be submitted to the Twin-Transition 2021 Horizon Europe call focused on developing bio-based products for the food and beverage industry, particularly bottle closures. It looks for partners (end-users) for testing bottle closures at a relevant industry scale to establish research cooperation agreement.
The Serbian research and development SME is offering research or technical cooperation in the field of fracture mechanics

A Serbian research and development SME, a spin-off of a mechanical engineering faculty, aimed at the experimental and numerical research of fracture damage of parts, welded joints and materials, offer specific know-how and expertise to companies developing, producing, and maintaining structural parts (powerplants, railway, automobile industry, etc.). The SME is offering research or technical cooperation in the monitoring and estimating of fatigue lives of machine parts  

Innovative productivity-based platform for a full management of industrial and construction projects

A Spanish IT SME has developed an innovative productivity-based cloud platform for a full management of industrial and construction projects using a mobile device. This multiplatform tool can manage work teams: placing advanced mobility at the service of projects' productivity without losing traceability. Large companies, SMEs from the industrial or construction sectors are sought for commercial agreements with technical assistance as well as services providers to those sectors for licensing

Surgical Mask Machine

An Italian company designed a machine to produce surgical masks. The masks are obtained from the overlap of three layers of nonwoven fabric (external Spunbond, Meltblown and internal Spunbond), the insertion of the nose wire and eventually the welding of two elastic ear loops. The machine, capable of a production of 120 pieces per minute, has reduced overall dimensions (8 m x 4,5 m x 2,2 m). They are looking for machine manufacturers for a technical cooperation agreement and a license agreement
Belgian medical device company is looking for manufacturer of finishing ring

A Belgian medical device company is looking for an innovative solution for a component of one of their products: a finishing ring to be threaded on a tube, allowing the passage of another tube. It should be of high quality, reasonable cost and deployable at large scale. The ring must allow a certain tolerance in size of the tube on which it is to be threaded. Today they work with rings machined from polyoxymethylen plastic. Cooperation in the form of a manufacturing agreement is sought.

Express diagnostics of pesticides’ presence in fruits and vegetables

A Ukrainian company from the agro-food and food service activities field seeks technology for express diagnostics of pesticides’ presence in fruits and vegetables, under technical cooperation or license agreement.

A Brussels-based, UN-founded association looking for social enterprises for social field work and capacity enhancing

A Brussels-based international NGO is looking for partners with technological capabilities to apply their advocacy and academic knowledge in field situations. These cooperations in hardware, software and technical and human expertise will enable the NGO and its partners to provide better field services to its members and beneficiaries, most of whom are women from disadvantageous backgrounds. Partners are being sought for a services agreement or a commercial agreement with technical assistance.
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